
Indoor Navigation and Ranging using Bluetooth Low Energy Beacons

3-D Interior Model of the Web 
Application

Below is a screen shot of the Head Hall Indoor Navigation web 
application. It shows the available utilities to the user. 

Proposed Bluetooth Beacon 
Floorplan Layout for E-Level

Above is a beacon model showing the optimal placement for Bluetooth-
beacons. Ranges, interferences and points of interests for visitors were 

all taking into account for the design of the map.

Discussion of Results

Project Goals 

The goal of this project was to create a routing  and notification based 
service to ensure fast and efficient indoor navigation. 

This project was created to encompassed two applications, one being a 
web application that can be found online and the other would be a 

mobile application that will be running in the background of the web 
application.

Flow Chart of Web Application 

.

- The first step was digitizing the information and importing the floor
plans to ArcGIS, and Esri software.

- Then the routing service was created by establishing nodes at
doorways.

- A 3D model was then generated and published on a ArcGIS server.
- The web application was created and available for users online.

3D Routing Service 
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The routing network was created to help users find their destinations 
from any street address in Fredericton to any room in  Head Hall 

otherwise know as the Engineering complex.

This figure illustrates an example of a 3D route solution. It shows the 
shortest  path that users can take to arrive to their destination. This in 
turns will help the user make it to that classroom or office quickly and 

efficiently.

When a Bluetooth enabled smartphone enters proximity of the BLE 
beacon(s), the signal transmitted from the beacon can be received by 

the smartphone. When signal is received the application will notify 
the user that a beacon is in range. If the user chooses to tab the 

beacon they will obtain information pertaining to their surroundings. 
For example, this information can display daily specials when a 

student passes by the Headrest Café.

The user has the ability to search key features such as; classrooms, 
laboratories, offices and has the ability to zoom in, zoom out and orient 

the image to better find the room in question.

The image below depicts the flow chart of the methodology

• The hallway (Yellow) beacons have a range of 10 meters
• Class rooms (Green) and points of interest (Blue) will have a 

radius of 5 meters 
• The stairs and elevators (blue) have a radius of 1 meters because 

that information can be disclosed by the hallway beacons.

Ranging  Application using Bluetooth 
Low Energy Beacons 

The ranging application is a mobile application that give information 
of their position inside a building

The web and mobile 
application using BLE 
provides a robust routing 
service allowing users to 
efficiently locate their 
points of interest. 
Furthermore this platform 
is highly scalable for other 
larger buildings, like malls 
or supermarkets, and 
through the use of 
recommender systems can 
aid in evacuation instances 
or even promotions. 


